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Songworlds is a creative conversation through song, inquiry and the practice of Amerta Movement.
Since 2001 seminars have oﬀered participants a time for personal process and professional
application, mainly in the ﬁeld of the arts. Since 2014, working in Italy at CSPP - Centro Studi di
Psicologia e di Psicosomatica Clinica (Pescara) - interest in its therapeutic implications has become
an added focus for research.

„to be by sharing is the soul of living reality“
In this we offer a perspective of shared and valued humanness awake within the sensuous language
of the world.
Fields of reference :

Amerta Movement enlivens us to sensual reality and to the sensuous language of the world through
practice of movement. A knowing inherent to body and body-in-movement can be experienced as a
source for guidance, as the doorway. https:/amertamovers.wordpress.com
https//www.triarchypress.net/embodiedlives.html

Songworlds is an invitation to ritual, to dialogue and to elementary sound practices. Chosen personal
songs become a source of inspiration creating a resonant field for exploration of collective and
individual motivation and themes.

Inquiry We see and understand inquiry as an open ended practice, both a tool for self-realisation and for
working with others. Inquiry comprises the potential to reconcile our human tendency towards the
mental and analytic, that so can dominate our sense of personhood, with a more holistic
understanding of world and our place within it.

To begin: please choose a song from any time in your life, a lullaby, an aria, a pop song, a song that
was sung to you, or that you just heard on the radio. Trace the thread of your connection to that song.
Perhaps it reflects a theme that is current in your life, or expresses a passion that still burns, or reminds
you of an important time and place of your life. Or you just like it! Bring this song. Whether you already
sing or are amongst those who feel “I can’t”, everyone is welcome. The personally chosen songs will
bring us in resonance with our life stories.
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